Abstract
The aim of this research is to examine whether Spanish speakers transfer some accentual acoustic properties from Spanish to French L2. Native Spanish learners of French and native speakers of French were instructed to read French sentences containing a trisyllabic target pseudoword. In some sentences, the pseudoword was in a stressed position, while in others it was in an unstressed position. Acoustic analysis (duration, F0 and amplitude) were performed on the three vowels of the pseudoword, as well as on the first vowel following the pseudoword. Results showed that Spanish speakers have acquired the knowledge that, contrary to Spanish, stress is fixed in French (on the last syllable), but not that stress is realized at the accentual phrase level rather than at the word level as in Spanish.
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1. Introduction
French is considered a fixed-stress language, in contrast to free-stress languages such as Spanish or English. Given that French (primary) stress has a fixed position on the final syllable of the accentual phrase, it can not play a distinctive role at the lexical level but rather a demarcative role at the utterance level [1]. Thus, the notion of accentual phrase (also called “groupe de sens” or rhythmic group [2, 3]) makes more sense in French than the notion of word stress. Due to the phrase-final location of primary stress, accentuation and intonation are both anchored on the final syllable of an accentual phrase in French, which leads to a “fusion” between accentual and intonational structures in French [3]. This is the so-called “syncretism” between accentuation and intonation [4].

As for Spanish, a free-stress language, lexical (primary) stress is realized at the word level. As it can appear on one of the last three syllables of the word (e.g. número, [numeɾo], number, numero, [numeɾo], I number; numeró, [numeɾo], he/she numbered), Spanish stress plays a distinctive role [5]. Stressed syllables can be identified by the presence of a written accent (e.g. número, [numeɾo]) or by the syllabic structure of the word. When there is no written accent, the structure of the final syllable of the word determines the position of stress: Spanish stress falls on the last syllable of the word if the syllable is closed, and on the penultimate syllable if it is open (or ending with –n or –s).

With regard to the acoustic correlates of stress (duration, fundamental frequency (F0) and amplitude), research on French stress has shown that amplitude is not an important parameter, at least for non-emphatic stress [6]. At the same time, duration plays the most determinant role in French accentuation: stressed syllables are twice as long as unstressed syllables [7, 8]. Moreover, as stated by [9], French stressed syllables are also often superimposed with F0 rise or F0 peak. Nevertheless, [9] highlights that F0 are directly related to prosodic boundaries and not to stressed syllables (on account of the aforementioned syncretism between accentuation and intonation). In Spanish, stress is mainly produced by a combination of duration and F0 [10]. Recent research [11] has confirmed the major contribution of duration and F0 and the minor role of amplitude in the distinction between Spanish stressed and unstressed syllables.

In view of the accentual differences between French and Spanish, the aim of this research is to examine whether native Spanish speakers transfer some accentual acoustic properties from Spanish to French L2 (i.e. French as a Foreign Language). Two variables have been taken into account in this study: the syllabic structure of the word, because of its importance in the position of Spanish stress; and the word’s location within the accentual phrase, as stress is realized at the word level in Spanish and at the accentual phrase level in French.

2. Method

2.1. Participants
Six participants took part in this experiment: 3 native speakers (2 males and one female) of French from Geneva (hereafter “French”); and three native Spanish advanced learners of French (B2-C1) (2 males and one female), living in Geneva (hereafter “Spanish”), with at least two years spent in a French speaking country. Spanish speakers were from the Iberian Peninsula (Castilla, Extremadura and Galicia) and French was their second foreign language after English.

2.2. Material
Following the conclusions and perspectives of [12] in a preliminary study on the production of French stress by Spanish speakers, we used in the present experiment 18 trisyllabic French CV.CV.CV pseudowords. They present the following characteristics: they all begin with one of the voiceless plosives /p/, /t/, /k/ (to facilitate the extraction of the pseudowords, if they were used, in the future as stimuli for perception experiments). The three vowels within the pseudoword are /i/, /a/ and /u/, with each vowel appearing the same number of times in each position. We excluded the other French vowels to avoid non-transparent spellings (e.g. nasal vowels, [y]), the open-closed vowel distinction (e.g. [ɛ]-[ø]) and the possible influence of a written accent (e.g. é, é). The consonants in the medial and final syllable are /p/, /t/, /k/, /m/, /n/ and appear once in each position. We did not consider voiced stop consonants, given that they might be pronounced in French L2 as approximants (as they would in Spanish L1).
which would have made the measurements on the surrounding vowels difficult. What is more, each CV.CV.CV pseudoword (e.g. poutila) has a CV.CV.CVC counterpart (e.g. pouitilar), ending with /R/ or /L/. Each of the two final consonants appears the same number of times across the pseudowords. In total, 36 pseudowords were used in this experiment, 18 CV.CV.CV (CV condition) and 18 CV.CV.CVC (CVC condition).

As mentioned by [4, 13] among others, the accentual phrase in French is built, at the linguistic level, on syntactic, semantic and metrical information. Thus, each CV.CV.CV pseudoword (and its CV.CV.CVC counterpart) was introduced in two different carrier sentences, in which its position within the accentual phrase varies. In one carrier sentence, the pseudoword plays the role of a noun in the subject nominal phrase: it is thus at the right edge of the accentual phrase (i.e. subject phrase) (Noun context; e.g. un certain poutila piquait tous les touristes; some pouitila bit all the tourists). In the other carrier sentence, the pseudoword plays the role of a prenominal adjective in the subject nominal phrase: thus, it is not at the right edge of the accentual phrase (Adjective context; e.g. un poutilia pic || était très utile, a pouitila pick was very useful). In other words, in terms of the phrase-final location of stress, each pseudoword is in a stressed position in the Noun context, while it is in an unstressed position in the Adjective context. In total, 72 sentences were used in the experiment.

2.3. Procedure
Speakers were recorded individually in a sound-treated booth. The experiment was divided into two parts: participants produced the sentences with the pseudoword in the Noun context and the sentences with the pseudoword in the Adjective context. Half the participants began with the Noun context condition and half with the Adjective context condition. Each pseudoword was presented first in isolation and then in the carrier sentence, in order to facilitate its production in continuous speech. Isolated pseudowords and sentences were presented on a computer screen. Participants were instructed to read them at a natural rate. If they hesitated, participants were asked to repeat the pseudoword or the whole sentence.

2.4. Data analysis
All productions were automatically segmented in phones (EasyAlign under Praat, [14, 15]) and manually corrected. We excluded from the analyses those productions that presented a pause after the pseudoword (6% of the data), because of the particular status of prepausal syllables. Instead of considering the whole sentence, we only performed measurements on 4 vowels: the 3 vowels of the pseudoword (V1, V2, V3; e.g. un poutila pic) and the vowel following the pseudoword (Vp1; e.g. un pouitila pic). For each of these four vowels, we extracted the following parameter values: duration (in ms), mean value of F0 (in Hz) and maximum value of amplitude (in dB). Note that F0 values were obtained using the Hirst algorithm [16] in order to avoid some Praat F0 detection errors.

For duration, F0 and amplitude, we computed for each production the mean value across the four vowels and calculated for each vowel the ratio between its value and the mean value of the four vowels. We analyzed the data by means of mixed-effects regression models [17, 18], in which participants and pseudowords were entered as random terms.

Analyses were performed separately for each parameter (duration, F0 and amplitude). For each of them, the predictors were: Group (French/Spanish), Syllabic structure (CV/CVC), Context (Noun/Adjective) and Vowel (V1, V2, V3, Vp1).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Duration

As results showed an interaction involving Group and Syllabic structure, we ran separate analyses for CV and CVC data.

3.1.1. CV

Figures 1 and 2 present duration values (in ratio) in CV pseudowords as a function of Group and Vowel in the Noun and Adjective contexts respectively. Independently of the group, we observe an interaction between Context and Vowel (F(3, 808) = 81.00, p < .001): vowels follow different duration patterns in sentences with the pseudoword as a noun (see Figure 1) and as an adjective (see Figure 2).

In the Noun context, duration gradually increases from V1 to V3 and decreases from V3 to Vp1, whereas it gradually increases from V1 to Vp1 in the Adjective context. It is important to note that Spanish speakers and French speakers significantly lengthen the intended stressed in both the Noun (i.e. V3) as well as the Adjective (i.e. Vp1) context.

Moreover, an interaction between Group and Vowel is present, whatever the context may be (F(3, 808) = 5.64, p < .001). While duration in V1 and V2 is statistically similar in both groups, we observe a longer duration in V3 for Spanish speakers than for French speakers (β = 0.14, p < .001), as well as a shorter duration in Vp1 (β = -0.08, p < .05), whether the pseudoword is a noun or an adjective.

Figure 1: Duration values (in ratio) as a function of Group and Vowel in the CV Noun context (e.g. un certain poutila piquait tous les touristes).

Figure 2: Duration values (in ratio) as a function of Group and Vowel in the CV Adjective context (e.g. un poutila pic était très utile).
3.1.2. CVC

Figures 3 and 4 present duration values (in ratio) in CVC pseudowords as a function of Group and Vowel in the Noun and Adjective contexts respectively. Whatever the group, we note, as for CV pseudowords, an interaction between Context and Vowel ($F(3, 804) = 116.23$, $p < .001$): a gradual durational increase from V1 to V3 followed by a decrease in Vp1 can be seen in Figure 3 for the Noun context, whereas a gradual increase from V1 to Vp1 is observed in Figure 4 for the Adjective context. Again, Spanish speakers and French speakers significantly lengthen the intended stressed vowel in both contexts.

![Figure 3: Duration values (in ratio) as a function of Group and Vowel in the CVC Noun context (e.g. un certain poutilapiquait tous les touristes).](image)

Furthermore, no interaction between Group and Vowel is observed in any of the contexts ($F(3, 804) = 0.43$, n.s.). As can be seen in Figures 3 and 4, Spanish speakers, in comparison with French speakers, do not lengthen V3 in CVC pseudowords, contrary to what occurs in CV pseudowords.

![Figure 4: Duration values (in ratio) as a function of Group and Vowel in the CVC Adjective context (e.g. un poutilapic était très utile).](image)

3.2. F0

As results showed no interaction involving Group and Syllabic structure, we grouped CV and CVC data. Figures 5 and 6 present F0 values (in ratio) as a function of Group and Vowel for the Noun and Adjective contexts respectively. Irrespective of the group, we note, as for duration, an interaction between Context and Vowel: F0 is not distributed in a similar way across the four vowels in sentences in which the pseudoword is a noun and in sentences in which it is an adjective ($F(3, 1601) = 280.83$, $p < .001$). On average, in the Noun context, F0 decreases from V1 to V2, increases from V2 to V3 and decreases from V3 to Vp1, while it decreases from V1 to V3 and increases from V3 to Vp1 in the Adjective context. Moreover, we observe that, like French speakers, Spanish speakers present a significantly higher F0 on the intended stressed vowel (relatively to the previous vowel) in both contexts.

![Figure 5: F0 values (in ratio) as a function of Group and Vowel in the Noun context (e.g. un certain poutilapiquait tous les touristes).](image)

More interestingly, an interaction between Group and Vowel is observed in both contexts ($F(3, 1601) = 89.41$, $p < .001$). While F0 in V1 and V2 is lower for Spanish speakers than for French speakers in both the Noun context (V1: $\beta = -0.06$, $p < .001$; V2: $\beta = -0.03$, $p < .001$) and the Adjective context (V1: $\beta = -0.05$, $p < .001$; V2: $\beta = -0.04$, $p < .001$), we observe a higher F0 in V3 for Spanish speakers than for French speakers in both contexts (Noun: $\beta = 0.10$, $p < .001$; Adjective: $\beta = 0.06$, $p < .001$). Note that Vp1 F0 is statistically similar for both groups in the Noun context, but is higher for Spanish speakers in the Adjective context ($\beta = 0.05$, $p < .001$).

![Figure 6: F0 values (in ratio) as a function of Group and Vowel in the Adjective context (e.g. un pouillapic était très utile).](image)

3.3. Amplitude

As results showed no interaction involving Group and Syllabic structure, we grouped CV and CVC data. Whatever the group, we note, as for duration and F0, an interaction between Context and Vowel ($F(3, 1620) = 9.01$, $p < .001$). In the Noun context, amplitude is similar in V1, V2 and V3 and decreases on Vp1; in the Adjective context, it increases from V1 to V2 and is similar from V2 to Vp1. Therefore, contrary to duration and F0, amplitude is not significantly higher on the intended stressed syllable, whatever the group and the context may be. Moreover, no interaction between Group and Vowel is observed in any of the contexts ($F(3, 1620) = 0.67$, n.s.). Contrary to what happens for duration and F0, Spanish speakers do not present higher amplitude values in V3 than French speakers, regardless of the context.
4. General discussion

This research aimed at examining whether Spanish speakers transfer some accentual acoustic properties from Spanish to French L2. Results showed first that Spanish speakers are able to produce the intended stressed syllable at the right edge of the accentual phrase (i.e. subject phrase). They stress the final syllable of the pseudoword (V3) in the Noun context (e.g. un certain poutilla [pi uktwa tos le touristes], whereas they stress the final monosyllabic word (Vp1) in the Adjective context (e.g. un poutila pic [pi tva tos le touristes]). Moreover, Spanish speakers, in the same way as French speakers, mark the stressed syllable by means of variations in duration and F0, but not with changes in amplitude. Altogether, these findings indicate that advanced Spanish learners of French are capable to realize a phrase-final stress in French. Nevertheless, it might also be that Spanish speakers have reproduced the prosodic pattern found in this kind of sentence in their mother tongue (the so-called (S)/(VO) pattern; [19]) and have placed a sentence-internal boundary (after the subject phrase) in French, as they would have done in Spanish. A similar study (with the same pseudowords) is currently being run in Spanish L1, in order to examine the acoustic implications of such sentence-internal boundaries in Spanish.

However, our results also revealed that, whatever the pseudoword context may be (stressed/unstressed), Spanish speakers, in comparison with French speakers, tend to produce the final syllable of the pseudoword with a longer duration (at least in CV pseudowords) and with a higher F0. In the Noun context (i.e. with the pseudoword at the right edge of the accentual phrase), these cues might reflect that Spanish speakers have over-stressed the last syllable of the pseudoword. Nevertheless, given the fact that the position of stress in French coincides with a prosodic boundary, we have no way to determine whether the realization of the stressed syllable in the Noun context is conditioned by the position of stress and/or by the prosodic boundary. In the Adjective context (i.e. with the pseudoword not at the right edge of the accentual phrase), the presence of such cues (longer duration and higher F0) seems to suggest that Spanish speakers do stress the last syllable of the pseudoword. Therefore, it appears that Spanish speakers have acquired the knowledge that the position of the stressed syllable is fixed in French (i.e. on the last syllable), but they have not acquired the knowledge that the stress domain in French is the accentual phrase, and not the word as in Spanish.

Conclusions about syllabic structure (CV/CVC) support this hypothesis. If Spanish speakers had transferred, from Spanish to French L2, the knowledge about the role of the syllabic structure in the position of stress, we would have found different results for CV and CVC pseudowords, or some cues of stress on the second syllable in CV pseudowords (i.e. the stressed position in a Spanish CV word). However, we observed no interaction between group and syllabic structure (for F0 and amplitude), which indicates that syllabic structure does not have a different effect in Spanish and French speakers. In the same way, we did not note a longer duration on the second syllable in CV pseudowords. Thus, Spanish speakers have not transferred their knowledge about stress position from Spanish to French L2.

Taken together, these results show that advanced Spanish learners of French have not simply transferred the properties of stress from their mother tongue to French L2. In fact, they have acquired the knowledge that, contrary to Spanish, stress is fixed in French, but they have not acquired the knowledge that stress is not realized at the word level, as in Spanish, but at the accentual phrase level. These findings still need to be confirmed with a larger sample of participants on the one hand and a similar study in Spanish L1 on the other, in order to determine the influence of prosodic boundary and syllabic structure on native Spanish accentuation.
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